INTERNSHIPS at Temple’s School of Podiatric Medicine (TUSPM) can offer eye-opening and career-steering opportunities for students interested in pursuing health care professions. From primary care to surgical interventions, a wide variety of clinical services are experienced through our internships. Students looking to serve diverse patient populations involving patient interaction and who are considering careers in sports medicine, surgery, orthopedics and wound care should consider our winter and summer programs.

INQUIRIES AND QUESTIONS regarding our winter and summer internship programs can be directed to TUSPM’s Office of Student Affairs.

Temple University School of Podiatric Medicine
Office of Student Affairs
148 N. 8th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
215-625-5451
tuspmadm@temple.edu
http://podiatry.temple.edu
www.facebook.com/temple.podiatry

EXPLORE WHAT THE FIELD OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE HAS TO OFFER YOU.

WINTER & SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS:

June 5-12, 2020
January 5-8, 2021
PHILADELPHIA
Temple's School of Podiatric Medicine is based in the center of Philadelphia, a thriving city of more than 1.5 million people. Experiencing the city's history, culture and arts is part of the TUSPM internship—interns will have opportunities to explore the city and region with their student-doctor mentor.

City highlights
- Independence Mall historic area
- Internationally renowned museums and art galleries
- World-famous orchestra
- Renowned theaters and restaurants
- Professional sports teams and stadiums

OVERVIEW
Interns will attend workshops and seminars on podiatric medicine, as well as shadow and work with podiatric physicians in hospital, private practice and outpatient clinic settings. By collaborating with a TUSPM student-doctor throughout the internship, each student will also develop a podiatric presentation (summer program only).

Workshops and seminars will focus on topics such as
- Introduction to podiatric medicine;
- Biomechanics and pathomechanics of the foot and ankle;
- Foot screening and evaluation; and
- Specialties in podiatric medicine (including diabetes, sports injuries, surgery, pediatrics and wound care).

APPLYING
Students applying for internships must have completed 45 credit hours at an undergraduate institution prior to application. In addition, they must not have previously applied to a school of podiatric medicine.

DEADLINES
4/24/2020
summer program application deadline
11/24/2020
winter program application deadline

REQUIREMENTS
In addition to printing and submitting the online application, students must submit the following materials* by the deadlines for each program.

- College transcript or grade report
- Resume**
- Essay indicating your interest in a career in health care/podiatric medicine
- Recommendation from a college faculty member indicating your interest in and aptitude for science and medicine, in a sealed, signed envelope
- Description of activities and work experience demonstrating interest in, and aptitude for, working with people (such as health care setting work, community service and volunteer work)
- MCAT (optional)

* Each item should be a maximum of one typed page. All items should be submitted in the same envelope.
** Resumes should include applicant's preferred email address.

Note: There will be a $500 deposit due upon acceptance into the internship program. This fee will be refunded upon completion of the program.

HOUSING
Housing will be provided on campus for the summer internship program. The winter program will make housing available at a local hotel within walking distance of campus. Interns are responsible for meals, travel and other miscellaneous costs.